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What is Panablok?
A universal structural insulated panel (SIP) and integrated building system that combines
efficiency, cost savings and environmental sustainability into one innovative design solution.
• A storey height (up to 2.7 metres) panel system that can be installed
much faster than conventional building techniques.

• Made from two skins of magnesium oxide board with a rigid, closed
cell polyurethane core (86mm or 100mm total width).
• Each panel incorporates two patented sigma steel studs, tongue and
groove edges, and internal camlock fixings, which form immensely
strong structural and stable airtight connections.
• A previously tried and tested, proven product - used in around
6,000 building structures over the last 20 years.

Panablok’s USP is that the panel building
system can support structures of at least 4
storeys plus roof space without requiring a
steel, concrete or wooden frame
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The Product
A unique building system that is easy and cost-effective to install in all weather conditions
– a sustainable, modern replacement for conventional build materials.
• Unique building system uses Panablok panels not only
for walls, but also for floors and roofs, providing
immensely strong structural “watertight envelopes”
within days.
• Can be engineered to support buildings > four storeys.

• Equally at home on large-scale civic and commercial
buildings, hotels, schools, hospitals, apartments, and
private or community/social housing developments.
• Previously accredited by the British Board of
Agrément (BBA) and approved by the NHBC. New
accreditation through the Building Research
Establishment (BRE).
• Up to 50% cheaper to build, and 30% - 50% cheaper to
operate.
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Who has used Panablok?
Major developers and construction companies used Panablok modules for around 20 years.
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Environmentally Responsible
Sustainability is a core element in the Panablok package. Each development has a comparatively
small environmental footprint, as a result of:

• Manufactured off-site and dry-fixed on-site – minimal waste/landfill.
• Uses 90% less water than conventional brick and block work.
• Light weight means cheaper foundations and a less adverse impact on the water table.

• Much lower weight and transport costs - 1 truck of Panablok =‘s 8 trucks of brick & block.
• Uses 90% less quarried material.
• Non bio-hazardous – polyurethane core made from sustainable biomass using inert blowing
agents.
• Has a global warming potential rating of 4.08, and an ozone depleting insulation rating of
ZERO.
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High Quality Buildings in Short Timescales
Panablok can reduce overall project construction times by more than 75% - making it ideal for rapid, mass-build
larger-scale projects.
CASE STUDY 1:
• Hotel (8,750 m2) with 152 rooms for Galway Bay Golf Resort,

Ireland.
• Four storey fully structural building using Panablok enabled
the watertight shell to be completed in just 10 weeks.

CASE STUDY 2:

• Three-bed house, Lusaka, Zambia.
• 100 m2, three bedroom house, fully completed and fitted in
under two weeks, using unskilled labour for construction.
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Panablok Examples
STUDENT ACCOMODATION

SOCIAL HOUSING
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Panablok Examples (cont.)
PRIVATE HOUSING

OVERSEAS HOUSING
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Panablok Examples (cont.)
HOSPITALS & NURSING HOMES

SCHOOLS
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Panablok Examples (cont.)
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS & OFFICES
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Panablok Examples (cont.)
HOTELS
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Panablok Examples (cont.)
IN-FILL
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Solutions For Today’s Challenges
Radical solutions are needed to meet today’s unprecedented population & demographic changes.

• Cities can lead the way towards economically, socially,
and environmentally sustainable societies.
• Sustainable urbanisation requires that cities expand the
necessary infrastructure for water, sanitisation, energy
and transportation; ensure more equitable access to
affordable housing; reduce the number of slum dwellers;
and preserve the natural assets within the city and
surrounding areas.
• Modern methods of construction (MMC’s) are an
essential part of sustainable urbanisation in
supplementing/replacing traditional building methods.

• MMC’s can also help towards building passive (carbon
neutral, airtight) houses, that require less energy to build
and less energy to run.
• The Panablok modular MMC also means that a number
of Blue Green elements can be readily incorporated.
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Panablok & The Blue Green Dream
Multi-functional Blue Green Roof Garden – increasing the use of “Airspace”

• Roofwater harvesting.
• Additional thermal
insulation – reduced
operating costs.
• Flood attenuation.
• Biodiversity.
• Food production.
• Aesthetic value.
• Recreation.
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Panablok & The Blue Green Dream (cont.)
Multi-functional Blue Green Vertical Panels

• Grey water filtering.
• Additional thermal
insulation – reduced
operating costs.
• Biodiversity.
• Food production.
• Aesthetic value.

• Recreation.
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Panablok & The Blue Green Dream (cont.)
Fully Integrated Resource Recycling And Energy Generation
• Renewable energy generation,
collection and storage (solar
panels, photovoltaic and
groundwater source).
• Roof water harvesting and
recycling.
• Natural water detoxification
and purification.

• Boreholes and pumps for
groundwater circulation.
• Horizontal floor panel with
pipes for under floor heating.
• Horizontal ceiling panel with
pipes for cooling.
• Integrated unit for intelligent
micro climate (environmental)
management.
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Panablok & The Blue Green Dream (cont.)
Increased Thermal Efficiency Inside Plus Heightened Overall Living Experience Outside

• Climate regulation
through planting trees
for evaporative cooling in
summer and protection
against cold winter
winds.
• Purpose designed
landscaping at the outset
for energy efficiency and
healthier living.
• Shared habitat for
aquatic and terrestrial
species.
• Cultural services
(physical health,
recreational, aesthetics).
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